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ABSTRACT. An examination of bullet crystals in precipitation at the South Pole indica tes that combinations 
of bullets originate as primary growth structures and that individual bullets are formed as a result of the 
disintegration of these primary growth forms rather than b y independent crystallization of pyramidally 
terminated columns. 

R EsUME. SlIr l'origine des cristaux cylindro-ogivales all P6le Sud. L'examen d es cristaux cylindro-ogivales 
dans les precipitations au Pole Sud indique que des "combinaisons de cristaux" ont leur origine dans les 
structures primaires de croissance et que les cristaux cylindro-ogivales individuels sont formes comme resu ltat 
d e la desintegration d e ces formes primaires de croissance plutot que d'une cristallisation independante d e 
colonnes terminees en pyramide. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. tJber die Entstehllng von "Geschoss"-Kristallen am Siidpol. Eine Untersuchung von 
Geschoss-Kristallen im Niederschlag am Sildpoll ze igt, dass Kombinationen von Geschossen aus primaren 
Wachstumsstrukturen herstammen und dass einze lne Geschosse eher das Ergebnis des Zerfalls so lcher 
primarer Wachstumsformen als der unabhangigen Kristallization von pyramidenartig begrenz ten Saulen 
sind. 

INTRODUCTION 

Very light precipitation in the form of "diamond dust" occurs regularly throughout the 
summer at the South Pole. Even on cloudless days the glint of minute crystals can readily be 
observed. On 22 December 1961 an unusually heavy fall of ice crystals took place. The crystals 
were larger than usual and the precipitation was dense enough to form an ice fog. A prominent 
22° halo was observed around the sun. The weather at the time was calm and cold with a 
surface temperature of -25° C. Two samples of falling ice crystals were collected an hour 
apart on a velveteen sheet, and were then transferred onto glass slides and photographed 
at - 15° C. with a Bausch and Lomb extension camera. Both single and composite forms 
of ice crysta l were observed. Some typical examples of each are shown in Figures I and 2. 

The precipitation consisted entirely of simple crystal forms, including columnar crystals, 
bullets (columns conically terminated at one end), minute hexagonal plates, and spatial 
dendritic plates. These forms of crystals are typically developed at low temperatures and low 
moisture contents. Also, the formation of a 22° halo seems to be diagnostic of this assemblage 
of ice crystals. At Maudheim, Antarctica, for instance, Liljequist (1956) noted that when only 
the 22° ring was observed, the precipitation was invariably composed of compound bullets 
and other composite crystals. Although simple columns formed the largest crystals (up 
to I . 0 mm. long) at the South Pole, bullets and combinations of bullets predominated. Bullet
type crystals were rarely longer than o · 4 mm., but they were found to exist in a variety of 
shapes. These included relatively bluntly terminated crystals as well as pointed dagger
like crystals. Some crystals were typically bullet-shaped with well rounded, symmetrical 
heads, e.g. Figure le, but most crystals possessed distinctly asymmetrical terminations. 
Although combinations of three or more bullets were invariably joined together at their 
heads, the component crystals were not always the same size and their h eads could be variously 
shaped. The tail ends of a number of crystals were observed to be hollow (Fig. 2C) but others 
appeared to be quite solid . 

OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION 

It is generally assumed that bullets are derived from prismatic columns termina ted at 
one end only by plane pyramid faces. For example, according to Nakaya (1954, p. 50) 
" the bullet type means a column with a pyramidal head like a rock crystal". The existence 
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of pyramid faces in the crystallographic sense is clearly implied here, * yet with the possible 
exception of one very small crystal (Fig. I m) plane pyramid faces were not observed on any of 
the bullets at the South Pole. A careful scrutiny of photographs of bullet crystals in Nakaya 
a lso fail ed to reveal any definite traces of pyramid faces. Pyramid crystals were apparently 
described for the first time by Scoresby (1820) but there seems to have been few authenticated 
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Fig . 1. Examples qf illdividual ice crystals observed ill precipitatioll at the South Pole. This collectioll was made all 22 December 
196 1. Bullet crystals are predominant. Note the generally asymmetrical shapes q[ these bullets. The very symmetrical 
crystal (e) is particularly interesting in that the tip end oJ this crystal displays a distinctive reversal oJ curvature- a 
mosque:form bullet. The columnar crystals (a and b) both a/Jpear to be twinned on the basal IJlane . Some off-set is aPfJarent 
in (a). Crystal (m ) may be terminated by IJYl'amid Jaces. This was the only crystal q( its fype observed in samplesJrom the 
South Pole. Magnification 50 X 

observations of such crystals since, in either natural snow or artificially formed ice crystals. 
Shaw and Mason ( 1955) recognized prisms terminated at one end by a pyramid among 
crystals grown on a chilled metal plate, but the conditions of g rowth were thought not to 
simul ate satisfactorily those in the free atmosphere. In a subsequent experiment Hallett and 
Mason (1958) used a diffusion cloud chamber to g row a variety of crystals at various tempera
tures and supersaturations. With this apparatus, it appears they were able to grow all the 
major forms of ice crystals except bullet crystals. However, they make no mention of having 

* See a lso Nakaya (1954, p . 8 1 and p. 86) on classification of bullets. 
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observed the growth of pyramid crystals in these experiments. The apparent scarcity of hemi
morphic forms in both naturally and artificially formed snow crystals might indicate that 
pyramidally terminated crystals are not really essential to the formation of bullets, or combina
tions of bullets. In any case, the characteristically rounded a nd frequen tly asymmetrical 
nature of the heads of bullet crystals must surely be attributable to sublimation effects. These 

1 

Fig. 2 . .4 re/Jresenlalive collection qf composile crystals . Three-dimensional (e), as well as two-dimensional cruciform structures 
can be observed. The e.lfects oJ sublimation m'e apparent in most combinations oJ bullels. Note the eS/Jecially fragile afJIJearance 
oJ (c) ; also the cavity in the tail of the largest bullet and the variations in the shapes oJ the other com/Jonen t crystals. 
Magnification 50 X 

effects are most strikingly developed in combinations of bullets (Fig. 2). Nakaya ( 1954, p. 53) 
apparently believes that these compound forms a re formed by an actual gathering together 
at their heads of two or more separately crystalli zed bullets. It is true that in the great majority 
of combinations the component bullets are j oined at their heads but this does not necessarily 
m ean that they were formed by m echanical aggregation of pre-exis ting bullet crystals. In 
fact, most of the available evid ence would seem to point to the contrary; that combinations 
of bullets orig inate as primary growth structures a nd that individual bullets are formed by the 
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disintegration of these primary growth forms. Apart from these there seem to be very few 
other types of composite structure among bullets. Obvious accidental attachments of columns 
and prisms are occasionally observed but the widespread occurrence of symmetrically coalesced 
bullets can hardly be attributed to accident. Also, considering the low temperatures at 
which these crystals were formed at the South Pole and the subsequent difficulty that 
colliding crystals would experience adhering to one another, it is perhaps surprising even to 
find combinations of two crystals, let alone combinations of up to six symmetrically aggregated 
bullets. Even if supposed polar properties were involved (see Rossmann, 1948) it is not im
mediately apparent why combinations of bullets joined at their heads should form to the 
complete exclusion of other types of combination, e.g. " head to tail" forms . 

There is some additional evidence, however, to support the existence of composite growth 
structures in natural snow crystals. In his discussion of spatial dendritic crys tals, Nakaya 
(1954, p . 48) draws attention to the frequent occurrence of so-called stones at the center 
of these crystals. Occasionally stones were observed without any accompanying dendritic 
growth. One such stone composed of a cross-like assemblage of stout prisms is featured in 
figure 114 (616) of Nakaya (1954, p. 49) . This structure is thought by Nakaya to represent 
the initial stage in the growth of a spatial dendritic crystal. The stone presumably formed by 
the simultaneous growth of several prismatic crystals from a common center. Recent studies 
by Kumai (1964) of low temperature ice fog in Alaska have revealed the existence of 
composite particles among the minute ice crystals. Such a seed or compound nucleus could 
conceivably promote the growth of a radiating cluster of crystals. In fac t, the possibility that 
compound bullets originated in this way is even suggested by Kumai . It is of interest here to 
note that in a number of combinations from the South Pole the component crystals showed 
little, if any, trace of bullet-shaped h eads. Instead, they appeared to be composed of simple, 
un sublimated columns; some even have a three-dimensional aspect (Fig. 2e). Such combina
tions are believed to represent relatively unsublimated primary growth structures . Mason 
(1963) has indicated that prismatic columns sometimes occur in clusters originating from a 
central frozen droplet. In support of this Mason reproduces a photograph from Weickmann 
(1948) showing clusters of hollow prismatic columns. Mason also makes brief mention of the 
occasional occurrence of pyramid ally terminated crystals in clouds only slightly supersaturated 
with respect to ice. However, the crystals to which he refers in a second photograph from 
W eickmann do not seem to demonstrate the hemimorphic aspects very convincingly. 

CONCLUSION 

An examination of ice crystals at the South Pole suggests that bullet crystals originate as 
clusters of primatic columns attached to some central seed or nucleus. Individual bullets are 
then formed as a result of the disintegration of this primary growth structure. The disintegra
tion is attributed to a gross weakening of the structure caused by sublimation-evaporation at 
the center of the cluster of crystals. This evaporation of material in the region of attachment 
of bullets is also thought to be primarily responsible for the formation of the generally rounded 
cone-shaped heads of bullets. In some cases, however , part of this curvature may have been 
inherited from the earliest stages of growth; although the growth form of the bullet is sub
stantially prismatic it is possible that this prismatic crystallization could have been preceded 
by som e form of cup growth initially. This mode of origin of bullets does not require that 
combinations be formed from indep endently crystallized bullets, nor does it require the 
formation in the first place of individual prismatic crystals terminated at one end by pyramids. 
An examination of the literature reveals little positive evidence for the existence of hemimor
phic crystals among bullets, and there seems to be no logical explanation to account for the 
alleged gathering together of bullets by their heads to the almost complete exclusion of other 
forms of combination. 
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